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IMS-P4 Unexpected Dissemination Patterns in Lymphoma Progression Revealed by Serial Lymph
Node Imaging in Mouse
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Non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) is a heterogeneous and highly disseminated disease, but the mechanisms of its 

growth and dissemination are not well understood. Using a mouse model of this disease, we used multimodal 

imaging, including intravital microscopy (IVM) combined with bioluminescence and μPET/CT, as a powerful tool 

to better elucidate NHL progression. Long-term observation inside a peripheral lymph node was enabled by a 

novel lymph node internal window chamber technique that allows chronic, sequential lymph node imaging under 

in vivo physiologic conditions. Unexpectedly, we detected a reproducible efflux of lymphoma cells from spleen 

and bone marrow, concomitant with a massive and synchronous influx of lymphoma cells into the ILN, several 

days after injection. Our findings argue that in NHL an efflux of tumor cells from one disease site to another, 

distant site in which they become established occurs in discrete bursts.  
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The small-molecule probes STF-31 and its analogue compound 146 were discovered as a direct inhibitor of the 

glucose transporter GLUT1. We profiled the sensitivity of 679 cancer cell lines to STF-31 and found that the 

pattern of response is tightly correlated with sensitivity to three different inhibitors of nicotinamide 

phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT). We also performed whole-exome next-generation sequencing of compound 

146-resistant HCT116 clones and identified a recurrent NAMPT-H191R mutation. Ectopic expression of 

NAMPT-H191R conferred resistance to both STF-31 and compound 146 in cell lines. Together, our cancer-cell 

profiling and genomic approaches identify NAMPT inhibition as a critical mechanism by which STF-31-like 

compounds inhibit cancer cells.  
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